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RHIZOMIA SUSPENDED... 
In maintaining a strictly ob­
jective policy on the present 
campus issue, the Pacific Weekly 
presents the official press state­
ments turned over for publica­
tion by the groups involved. The 
Weekly wishes to make clear 
that the length of the statements 
has absolutely no relation to the 
policy of the editors. We present 
for the readers' opinion both 
sides of the story: 
"Rho Lambda Phi is suspended 
immediately until at least Febru­
ary 1, I960, by the College Ad­
ministrative Committee at a meet­
ing attended by the President of 
t h e  C o l l e g e ,  P r e s i d e n t  o f  t h e  
Board of Trustees and the Dean 
of the Conservatory. This action 
was taken not simply as a result 
of violation of acceptable stand­
ards at the Band Frolic but be­
cause of situations which have oc­
curred over the years and culmin­
ated in the unwillingness of the 
Fraternity to abide by standards 
desired by the College Adminis­
tration. This action was taken in 
view of the fact that the Frater­
nity officers — which group in­
cluded students active in the pro­
duction of the Band Frolic skit— 
had been specifically advised to 
produce an acceptable skit and 
warned that if they did not they 
could expect disciplinary action. 
This advice was given on four 
separate occasions prior to the 
Band Frolic." 
It's over — it's done; the 2nd 
oldest fraternity in the West is 
no more. Ninety-nine years of 
tradition and fellowship has been 
destroyed in three short days. 
March 1, strangers will enter 
Rhizomia. Why??? 
Let's go back first to the fall 
of 1956 when the furor at that 
time was over off-campus parties 
and drinking. Every fraternity in 
the Circle was put on immediate 
social probation—which lasted the 
entire semester. It was admitted 
by the administration, at that 
time, that no official evidence 
could be brought to bear against 
Rho Lambda Phi—yet Rho Lamb­
da Phi went on social probation. 
But let's get to the crux of this 
letter—Band Frolic, 1957. Did the 
"Outhouse of the August Moon" 
violate school policy—or did it 
step on personal feelings? All 
this membership can say now is 
what it has been saying to the 
Administrative Committee for the 
past three days—that "Outhouse" 
was written and produced to of­
fend no one! With the obvious 
animosity shown by the adminis­
tration towards this fraternity 
for the past few months, it 
would have been foolish to chal­
lenge thorn. Let's not hedge — 
we wanted our charter, our frat­
ernity, our tradition, intact. That 
was made clear by Confucius on 
Band Frolic night when he blurt­
ed, "Oh no, not losing charter 
this year ..." We meant it — 
we firmly believed that we had 
no cause to fear such drastic re­
prisals by the administration. 
We followed every rule. The 
script was brought to our faculty 
adviser, Dr. Frank Lindhorst, 
and deemed acceptable with mi­
nor changes. The membership was 
delighted. At last we had some-
• Scholarship applications are 
now available in Room 195, 
Administration Building. Com­
pleted applications must be 
turned in by April 1. 
thing to bring before the stu­
dents and the townspeople that 
they could enjoy and that we 
could have confidence in. We 
were ready for Band Frolic. 
But Band Frolic was not ready 
for us. The curtain fell, cutting 
the act off the stage—to the ob­
vious displeasure of the audience. 
Two days later, the axe fell— 
a stunned membership read with 
unbelieving eyes the words on one 
small piece of paper held in their 
president's hand: 
"That the Chapter of- Rho 
Lambda Phi is suspended imme­
d i a t e l y  . . . "  
"That the College will take 
over operation of the house on 
M a r c h  1 ,  a s  a  d o r m i t o r y  . . . "  
Rho Lambda Phi is dead . . . 
Why? 
"This is the way 
the world ends — 
Not with a bang, 
but a whimper ..." 
(T. S. Eliot) 
SIGNED: 
The Membership, 
Rho Lambda Phi 
Vol. 54 
Pacific To Be Host 
To Forensic Group 
COP will host a discussion con­
ference in which 14 colleges in 
the Northern California Forensic 
Association will participate to­
night at 7. 
The 14 colleges will represent 
members of the Moslem League, 
with each taking the role of a 
different Arab nation. COP will 
take the pari of Egypt in thinking 
out constructive ways of improv­
ing the Arab lot-in the world. 
Between 75 and- 100 students 
will participate in this event. 
Pacific entries in the discussion 
are Larry Boyd, Clark Cain, Jim 
Crockett, Dottie Hutson, Stanley 
Pedder, Diane O'Rourke, Ted 
Switzer, and Pete Wallace. 
Faculty members will advise 
participants, but no awards will 
be given. 
rHIRD PACIFIC THEATER PRODUCTION 
fO HAVE OPENING NIGHT MARCH 8 
D e M a r c u s  B r o w n ' s  P a c i f i c  
Players will present Christopher 
Pry's satire "The Lady's Not For 
Burning" on March 8, 9, 15, and 
16. 
Tricia Beattie and Ted Eliopou-
los star as Jennet Jourdemayne 
and Thomas Mendip in this con­
temporary spoof on life in 15th 
century England. The plot re­
volves around a cynical soldier 
and an innocent girl, destined to 
be burned as a witch. The man 
becomes involved with her; in­
tercedes gallantly in her behalf; 
and, as a result, they fall in love. 
The supporting cast includes 
Arlen Digitale as Richard, Judy 
Blaisdell as Alizon Eliot, Joe Car 
dinale as Nicholas Devise, Margot 
Tillitson as Margaret Devise, Lar­
ry Boyd as Humphrey Devise, Jim 
Achterberg as Hebble Tyson, Bob 
DeVight as The Chaplain, Rhys 
Davies as Edward, and Richard 
Cline as Matthew Skipps. Stage 
manager for the production is 
Don Osborn. 
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SALK POLIO SHOTS 
AVAILABLE MONDAY 
Miss Richards of the Infirmary 
has announced that the Salk vac­
c i n e  a p p r o p r i a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  
county has been received and will 
be available to students for shots 
beginning this coming Monday. 
Permit blanks to be filled out 
by students who are underage 
may be obtained from the house­
mother of each living group. Each 
student who is under age must 
have the signed permission blank 
with him when he comes to the 
Infirmary for his shot. 
Polio shots will be available 
only to fully registered students 
in the college, and there will be 
no charge for this service. 
Miss Richards also stated that 
students who want these shots 
should come as soon as possible, 
for the supply of vaccine is limi­
ted. She suggests that now is the 
time for students to obtairf polio 
shots so that the third shot will 
fall due in September or October, 
the height of the polio epidemic 
period. 
A student may go to the In 
firmary at any time during the 
regular clinic hours of 8:30 a.m. 
to 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on 
school days and receive his shots. 
If a student has had a polio 
shot, he can receive the others at 
the infirmary, but must have a 
permission blank if he is under 
age. 
SIX HUNDRED ATTEND BANQUET 
HONORING PRESIDENT BURNS 
Graduate Fellowships 
Available For 1957-58 
Graduate assistantships, fellow­
ships, and instructorships, provid­
ing awards and income for out­
s t a n d i n g  a d v a n c e d  s t u d e n t s  a n d  
graduate degree candidates, are 
offered in many departments of 
the college for the year of 1957-
58, Dr. Willis N. Potter, dean of 
graduate studies, has announced. 
In chemistry, geology, physics, 
radio, and zoology, graduate as­
sistantships are available with 
awards up to $1570 per year in 
return for work hours in the 
designated department. Graduate 
fellowships with payments up to 
$600 per year are offered in edu­
c a t i o n ,  m u s i c ,  p s y c h o l o g y ,  a n d  
speech. Assisting work in the de­
partment is normally required of 
the holders of such fellowships. 
In the departments of English, 
mathematics, and physical educa­
tion, graduate instructorships in 
a very limited number will pay 
salaries based upon the individu­
al's proportion of a full teaching 
load. Graduate instructors are ex­
pected to be accepted candidates 
who are working toward comple­
tion of requirements for graduate 
degrees. 
Present graduate students and 
upper seniors who are interested 
in any of these awards should 
confer as soon as possible with 
the chairman of the department 
concerned and should make ap­
plication not later than April 1. 
Approximately 600 students and 
adults gathered in the Civic Audi­
torium last Monday evening for a 
testimonial dinner honoring Pres­
ident Robert E. Burns for his 10 
years as president of and his 25 
years of association with College 
of the Pacific. 
Flowers were presented to Mrs. 
Burns by Judy McMillin and 
Maynard Bostwick. The Invoca­
tion was given by Reverend 
Charles E. Lord. Alex J. McRae, 
president of the Pacific Associ­
ates, welcomed the guests and in­
troduced the distinguished guests. 
Following dinner, entertain­
ment was provided by the mem­
bers of Alpha Theta Tau sorority 
and Omega Phi Alpha fraternity, 
who presented their prize-winning 
Band Frolic skits. 
Salutations to Dr. Burns were 
given by Ted Baun, president of 
the Board of Trustees; Alan 
Short, senator from the 20th Dis­
trict; Frank Webber, California-
Nevada Conference; George Blau-
fuss, president of the Pacific 
Alumni Association-; and John 
Corson, PSA presided. 
A salutation was given to Mrs. 
Burns by Mrs. Lloyd Bertholf, 
after which Senator Short pre­
sented a framed, embossed reso­
lution to the President. 
The highlights of the evening 
were the addresses delivered by 
Governor Goodwin J. Knight and 
Chancellor Tully C. Knoles. 
Governor Knight spoke of the 
many services performed by Dr. 
Burns both to the school and the 
state. 
Dr. Knoles related the interest­
ing history of Dr. Burns' 25 years 
at Pacific. After his graduation, 
he held such offices as financial 
adviser, Registrar, and assistant 
to Dr. Knoles, who was then 
president. There were many who 
predicted that the efficient young 
Robert would someday become 
the president of a college — not 
Pacific, however. According to 
tradition, all COP presidents had 
been ordained ministers and none 
were alumni of Pacific. Dr. Burns 
was unable to support either trad­
ition. However, his great poten­
tialities could not be denied; and, 
in 1947, he was inaugurated 
President of the College of the 
Pacific. 
In his response, Dr. Burns sta­
ted that perhaps he had just been 
fooling around these last 10 years 
and that he'd better get down to 
business! 
Earl Warren, Chief Justice of 
the US Supreme Court, sent the 
following message to Dr. Burns: 
"I wish you would please extend 
my felicitations to Dr. Burns, and 
convey to him my appreciation, 
not only for his leadership in edu­
cation, but also for the services 
he rendered to the people of our 
State as a member of the Centen­
nial and Park Commissions dur­
ing the years I was Governor and 
following. He has made a great 
contribution to the welfare of 
our people. I am sure that in the 
years to come his contribution 
will be still greater." 
^Honored guests seated at the 
head table for the banquet were 
Mr. and Mrs. William Biddick, 
Senator and Mrs. Alan Short, Mr. 
and Mrs. Alex McRae, Mr. and 
Mrs. Ted Baun, Mr. and Mrs. 
F r a n k  W e b b e r ,  R e v e r e n d  a n d  
Mrs. Charles Lord, and John Cor­
son. 
Dinner was served by members 
of Knolens, Spurs, and Blue Key, 
campus honorary organizations. 
> :  
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Editor Assistant Editor Lola Johnson 
Business Manager LZZZZEZZZZZZZZZZ™'™ ^Boh Ron! 
Manortinit T."V1 t 4 .. .................. XxUlIl 
To whom it may concern: 
This week's "Big Secret" seems 
to be the real reason behind the 
administrative committee's recent 
disciplinary action against Rho 
Lambda Phi. The apparent reason 
would appear to be the frater­
nity's Band Frolic act, while the 
given reasons include "situations 
which have occurred over the 
years." The "situations" remain wffi'ri»'"0ri - Adamson, Wes Brown j ... Snort. phI J  chris Diller> Jan Gaston vague and are things of the past, 
A«Ktr,nt. Frank Montabana pS™18 John Nisby, Stevie Chase , 
Spy Xo^ °r Linda Futeher as justifiable 
Photographer^ Ed,tor LZZZITTStty liu Ll$d harsh action- as its script passed 
Ad™" - g" ' ""•:r "SrSwrfnce^O^bo^ Lthe^appr°yal °f Dr- Frank A. 
Lindhorst before it was presented 
while the skit could be ruled out 
excuse for such 
Reporters—Beth Akers, Dick Bass, Norman Bass, 
Daniels,AT I ^ the stage. If, however, the 
Farrell/ John" Sa^Hafe-Tarr^ I "Outhouse Of the August Moon ave Klurman, Galen Laack, Betty MacDonald, Lola McGough* Elten^Niles' I ie 
B?Rf VaB° Kami Russe11' Sid Smith> Ed Sowashf John Thomas! | 1S the maln CaUse for the action, Weifr 
A U LDQWN EY/y jSTDCKTDN 
perhaps we may compare the ad­
ministrative committee to the 
man who invited a guest to din-
THOUGHTS IN PASSING 
By BON OHLMEYER 
Band Frolic will continue to have somewhat of an effect for • 
few weeks to come. The long hours of rehearsals are now a thin; 
of the past; and, while it was impossible for every entry to be • 
winner, each contained some merit and added to the overall success 
of the program. 
It is impossible to elaborate on all of the as 
pects of this 29th edition of Pacific's annual Banc 
Frolic. As with many productions, most of the 
work went on behind-the-scenes. Credit should 
be given to every person who contributed to the 
show; but, as that is a near impossibility, perhaps 
these people in some way will experience the 
gratification that is due them. It might be 
through the simple achievement of having pre. 
sented entertainment which distinguishes Pacific 
as an unusually talented organization. 
- E D I T O R I A L -
A new school semester and an old problem — campus 
DRAFTED. Omega Phi, capitalizing on Mercer & de Pauls' 
current Broadway hit musical, "Li'l -Abner," assembled their supply 
of unlimited talent and produced the winning Band Frolic entry in 
ner and then had the guest ar-1 the men's division. With natural ease, the Phoos went over exceed-
rested for trespassing on his ingly well on the stage, singing and dancing their way through a 
property. variety of clever tunes, with, additionally clever lyrics. 
There has been a continual ef-1 Manny Borges and Bob Gaughran took the leads in this back-I • 1 i • . i jy i ^ ner( 
Ca!!ed W'en J he Lights Go Down Low," (fort to improve College of the I woods tale of sudden crisis. The balance of the cast consisted of 1  m  4  .  i * i  ^  w » » ,  x « - » x  c  u  u i x p i u v e  c o l g e  0 1  m  u u u a  t c i i e  u i  b u u u c n  u i i M a .  1 1  
i e coutimuting httle to the musical world, certainly pro-1 Pacific this year, but one begins the chorus of two Ozark clans, 
vides a banner for this campus. There are many dark spots t0 wonder if the methods of "im- Primarily, credit for Omega Phi's victory goes to one of their 
around which make it hazardous for the students (particu- provement" are actuaI1y accom- newest members, Mike Montano. Most people 'round these parts 
larly the women students) and ideal for the crackpots and plishing their Purpose, whatever know that Mike isn't a very big fellow; but, for what he lacks in 
perverts who find coIIpcp m l„ i »• that may be' or if they are mere- size, Mike makes up for it in talent. 
grounds. laPPY hunting hy adding fuel to a smoldering "Drafted" might have been a group of songs carelessly strung 
r, ' .. , . . flame that is in danger of burst- together. Instead it was an original and highly polished product, 
(. a new lighting system is out of the question in thefts into a blazing holocaust be-1 a convincing work — thoroughly versatile in its unity. 
neai future, then perhaps some sort of campus police force Dore the year is over. Perhaps STEPPIN' HIGH. 
T ale Ca"eC'' Pnd this is usualIy much too late. "Let us hope | tth^®!["a^°"'f!^apJi"f | thought they had a fair chance of edging their way up to^he top. 
' 1 * . w i p. af> Archania came up with a 
!i.ih!„anlT,er: lhj c/ty police can be of no assistance until I Archania. Before Saturday night's final presentation,1 haPPSned to 
i  
useful in impeding the progress I • • "T""-" ̂  ~ welbrounded production. Their pr'e-
of a rZ ZZllZZZZ clslon dancmg was ""equaled in the entire presentation of Band 
in mind that, while backfires are nothing serious happens before an answer can be found. 
i - , ~ — I LlOlVJil 
EDITORIAL QUESTION: Why should this column try | be controlled or it will get out of | 
lelp build up the "Y" when one little " 
Frolic skit can undo all we've said here? 
» h « » „„ UttlZrZkZZ BZjfc-i «"i"3L. X " *° 
— -'J 1 n tnat which it was meant to con-1 -
trol. 
a bad start and 
| was flat right up to the final note. Another disappointment was 
A I The Students of Paeifin wo„ir Ithe removal of the silhouetted ballet routine which had been in-
An open meeting of the Associated Women Students will be very interested and i tifi w! duded the Previous evening. The solo dance by Walt Culbertson had 
be held on March 7. The purpose of this meeting will be so, to know the real reasons and P611 °ne °f the m°St artistic elements of the Production. 
io introduce the candidates for next year's AWS offices ulterior motives behind this and YES' WE HAVE NO BANANAS. AKL, in their calypso por-
If it goes as it has in the past, very few women students will other actions taken so far this trayal of a group of banana boat workers, presented a smooth-run-
attend. If they don't know the girls running for office _ year' the words "so far" being Ining p^°tgra^wb!Ph looked very nice but somehow was lacking in 
so what? They'll t i rt. , used in apprehension of what is I or^mality. The Banana bit starred Jim Anderson, another very 
house meeting someone because its a part of L follow in the future. How about talented Pacificite. AKL appeared to be incapable of providing the 
I it. Administrative Committee I support that is necessary in an act which features such a dominant 
This terrible indifference can be murderous. Despite am you going to let the "paying stage Personahty- The lighting effects were interesting, and the 
ignorance of the facts, AWS is one of the most important Public" of COP in on your big chorus seemed well-rehearsed; but somewhere along the line those 
organizations on campus and for the women — it is the most secret? — 
Signed, 
PSA No. 686 
important. The AWS is responsible for making and en-
iorcmg rules for women students as well as coordinating 
social events. It might be well to remember this and attend 
the meeting so that officers can be chosen with care. 
rfol&tlfaclo. 
Art Corra Speaker 
At Phi Mu Meeting 
L E A R N  T O  F L Y . . .  
$9Q00 
Gontacl CECIL HARP daily 12:00-1:00 
Pacific Weekly Office 
finishing touches were overlooked. 
TWO STRAIGHT LINES. It had been rumored that Alpha Thete 
might prove out-of-the-running in their Band Frolic bid, that-they 
were stuck with a show which somehow wouldn't fit together. It is 
now difficult to understand how such a rumor originated. 
After they went on the stage Friday night, Alpha Thete left no 
question in anyone's mind as to who would be the winning entry in 
the women's division. They were so far ahead of the other acts 
Mr. Art Corra spoke to mem-1 *ba* an uPset was inconceivable. It seems nearly certain that, had 
bers of Phi Mu Alpha last Mon- there been but one trophy presented for Band Frolic, Alpha Thete 
day evening on the Bela Bartok | woldd have walked off with it hands down. 
Although it is difficult to give credit to just a few persons, it 
was Muff McGrouther and Nancy Hane who were mostly responsi­
ble for this superior creation. Being a modern version of an old 
story, "Madeline," the show.featured no individual leads; but the 
casting was an ingenious achievement. Music and lyrics were 
highly effective and denoted skillful organization. As "Two Straight 
(Continued on Page 5) 
of string quartets, the subject 
his proposed master's thesis. 
The discussion, which was held 
after the music fraternity's regu­
lar business meeting, included 
[Bartok's techniques and the mu­
sical forms he used. 
buy now — your complete spring wardrobe — "fashion accounts" — take up to one year to pay:. 
vursxrW 
1700 Pacific Avenue 
presents  
the i r  1957 f la t  
(One block north of Civic Auditorium) 
Phone HOword 6-8-554 STOCKTON 631 N Center 
• CLOSEST MOTEL TO COP • 
f lax  and red 
ce l f ic  ca l f  $17.95 
park free — spacious — convenient open mondays till nine 
b y  g e o r g e . . .  
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(Fasel, that is) 
LAST YEAR'S ONE SEMESTER STRFTPw k • 
ger of this paper was valuable experience for us Tr?fSS 
sented an inviting opportunity to siphon from the tj u also 
it gave us a living picture of modern advertising and he ^ 
has on the minds of the public. g and the effe<* it 
The stark realization that big business adver­
tising insidiously seeps into our mind came when 
one of our professors the other day grinned hide- T 
ously from ear to ear and suddenly turned into 8! 
a loaf of Blue Seal bread. PI; 
A good deal of today's advertising is slanted ; 
toward high pressure. Pound, pound, pound at 
the slowly weakening gray matter of John Q ' 
Public; never let him forget the name of your product — this is 
temeS ° " 8r"" PerCe"'aSe 01 
For instance you, an ordinary college student, want a pen. 
Is it a simple matter of shuffling over to the bookstore and plunk-
nnfgten°WVn f ^ °ld bal1 P°int? Na>'> nine times out 
of ten. Your mind fhckers faintly, and then you picture a couple 
of animated swine bouncing across the television screen on a 
sparkling new pen. The novelty of writing with a pen that once 
served as a pogo stick for a couple of disgusting little hogs appeals 
to you. Ten seconds later you are $1.95 poorer. 
THIS IS A PRIME EXAMPLE of. the "pound" approach. On-1 
ward. How about the sex angle? You're a man, looking for some­
thing to read. Looking over the pocketbook racks, your eye falls 
on one particular book cover. It shows a Genghis Khan-type mon­
golian war lord riding over the barren wastes of Asia, off to I 
conquer Milpitas. Clinging to his saddle, but unfortunately ignored 
by the swarthy hero, is a ravishing maiden, barefoot up to her 
ears. She obviously wants security. The title of the book is "Con­
quest of Desire." You buy the book, 35 cents. You rush back to 
youi room and open the book. Your eye picks out a line on the 
flyleaf that says, "previously published under the title of 'Intro­
duction to College Algebra'." 
And, of course, there is the gimmick. Gimmicks are legion in 
advertising. Tear and compare. Soon non-smokers were caught up 
in the idea of buying a pack of those filthy little coffin nails and 
ripping them down the sides. Before they knew it, they were 
lighting up and inhaling all those lovely, injurious tars and resins. 
FOR THE KIDDIES, THEY HAVE . that little winged tart, 
Tinkerbell, sampling a mouthful of a certain peanut butter. Before 
long, the jaws of half the juvenile population of the country are 
munching on that particular brand of poison. 
The list is endless. Razor blades that shave you with two | 
quick strokes, only if you tried it you'd be out one jugular vein; 
the canned beef stew like mother used to make (find the meat and 
win valuable prizes); the beer that's light, dry, cool, pale, smooth, | 
bland (and downright intoxicating)* the depilatory that rids you 
of briar patch legs (you just get a million little ingrown hairs);! 
the cigarette that has everything (but you can't smoke it unless 
you have a tattoo on your hand); the toothpastes with XJ-68% 
(which only creates an odor a little less harmful than your own 
halitosis); and, the refrigerator that you never have to defrost 
(you see, it just never gets cold). 








Ever since Jack bought his new Sonic 
CAPRI phonograph at the local 
college store—he's become the biggest 
BMOC ever. You can join him and 
be the biggest ever, too, for you 
can buy a Capri phonograph for as 
little as $19.95. This month's 
special buy is the Capri 550. It's a 
portable 4-speed hi-fi phonograph 
with WEBCOR automatic changer. 
Features are twin speakers, a 
quality amplifier and a smartly 
styled cabinet in attractive 
Two-Tone Forest Green. Specially 
priced at your local dealer. 
SONIC INDUSTRIES, INC. 19 Wilbur StreeUynbrook, N.Y. 
TfauUlfaU '57 HUGE HANDSOME 
"I hove a natural talent for skiing 
—my bones knit fast!" 
From the elegantly designed 
front cover through the color 
festooned pages packed with 
pleasing pictures of you and your 
classmates, the campus, classes, 
clubs, to the simplified students 
index, you will find progress; for 
this years NARANJADO has 
delved deep into those new inno­
vations that have been found in 
the exchanging o f yearbooks 
with other colleges and universi 
ties across the nation. 
The NARANJADO '57 will con­
tain some 20% more pictorial 
matter than its predecessor's 
This year's NARANJADO i s 
bringing to Pacific yearbooks the 
use of a number of full page 
color photos. You will experience 
no difficulty in finding yourself 
and your friends in the '57 NAR­
ANJADO, for meticulous care has 
been exercised in designing the 
organization of the contents of 
this colorful chronicle of your 
college. 
This pleasing publication, plump 
with pictures of you and your 
activities will be on sale until 
March the eighth daily at the 
PSA office window. 
PACIFICITES ARE 
REMINDED THAT 
THE SALE OF THE 
YEARBOOK CEASES 
FOR SURE, FRIDAY 
MARCH THE EIGHTH 
The NARANJADO is chock 
full of pictures of you from Sep­
tember 'til June and don't let 
this June find you without a copy 
of NARANJADO. A down pay­
ment will hold for you this, the 
biggest and best NARANJADO 
ever, a purchase that will grow 
in value as the events, recorded 
for you and of you, become more 
and more memories of your col­
lege days. 
USE YOUR CREDIT PLATE 
MAIN at HUNTER 
DOWNTOWN STOCKTON 
BEAUTIFUL CASHMERE SWEATERS 
by 
<^VWV 
Imported from Vienna and fashioned in styles and colors that spell 
elegance wherever you go. Beautiful entarsia trim, 
novelty weaves jn cardigans or pullovers. . 
18.95 to 39.95 
SWEATERS SECOND FLOOR 
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C u p i d ' s  C o r n e r  
Dora-T om 
Dora Maupin surprised her so­
rority sisters at Tau Kappa Kappa 
recently by announcing her en­
gagement to Tom Dodson of Sac­
ramento. 
Clues leading to the identity of 
the couple were submitted by 
Dora, describing events which 
took place while the two were 
first dating. The passing of a box 
of candy topped with a bride and 
groom figurine completed the an­
nouncement. 
A senior majoring in speech, 
Dora is from Yuba City. She is 
affiliated with Phi Kappa Phi and 
Phi Lambda Zeta.-
Tom is now attending Sacra­
mento State as a business admin­
istration major and is a member 
of Alpha Psi Omega. 
Maxine-Roy 
Sandy-Bob 
A red silk heart was the means 
of announcing Maxine Mann's 
engagement to Roy Eriksson at a 
recent Zeta Phi house meeting. 
A poem pinned to the heart and 
giving hints to the identity of the 
engaged couple was read by Ar-
dell Hansen. The poem was then 
removed, revealing Maxine's and 
Roy's names in gold on the heart 
Maxine, who is from Lodi, is a 
senior elementary and exception­
al child education major. She is a 
member of Zeta Phi and CSTA. 
Roy studied at the University 
of Wisconsin, where he was af­
filiated with Theta Chi frater­
nity, and at Dartmouth. He is 
f r o m  L a n c a s t e r  a n d  i s  n o w  a  
building inspector for Los An­
geles county. 
DALINE'S 01 ISDOM 
| Summer School At 
University of Vienna 
FOR SOPHISTICATES 
Dear Addy, 
I've been wondering about 
something for quite a while now. 
Why do the AWS elections take 
place so early when the new offi­
cers aren't installed until around 
May and don't assume their ac 
tual duties until September? 
Wondering 
Dear Wondering, 
The National AWS Convention 
held in Michigan next month is 
attended by bdth the present and 
prospective presidents. Therefore, 
it's rather necessary to have a 
prospective president; so, we have 
early elections. 
Dress dinner at Epsilon Lamb 
da Sigma was the setting for San­
dy Robinson's announcement of 
her pinning to Bob Nicholls. 
The announcement was made 
on Thursday-, February 14. Mrs 
Connor, housemother at Epsilon 
passed the traditional candle. 
Sandy is a sophomore and is 
majoring in education. 
Bob, a member of Omega Phi 
Alpha, is a sophomore majoring 
in physical education. 
Future Teachers Must 
Start Placement Files 
All candidates for teaching po 
sitions should come to Room 105, 
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  B u i l d i n g ,  a n d  
their placement files, it was an­
nounced recently. 
Campus interviews will begin 
next month and those wishing to 
be interviewed are asked to sign 
up soon in Room 105. Represen 
tatives from school districts in 
California will come in to inter 
view teacher candidates. 
Women's Honoraries 
Spurs and Knolens, sophomore 
and senior women's honorary ser­
vice organizations, served at the 
banquet honoring President Rob­
ert Burns last Monday night at 
the Civic Auditorium. 
Lani Moir, president of COP's 
Spurs; Pat Pagel, national Spurs 
president; and Linda Blevins plan 
to attend the installation of a new 
Spurs chapter at Humboldt State 
on March 2. 
Fashion Show Held 
For Home Ec. Dept. 
Spring fashion trends were re 
vealed to several home economics 
classes by Suzanne Stout, Vogue 
Pattern Company representative, 
in a combined lecture and fashion 
show in the home economics de­
partment's living room on Mon­
day. 
Miss Stout began her talk by 
showing the group three dresses 
made from Vogue patterns. The 
garments were molded by stu­
dents from Mrs. Harrison's 
Clothing Construction class. As 
she talked, Miss Stout circulated 
charts showing the construction 
details of the dresses. These in 
structions will help the amateur 
dressmaker make a professional 
looking product. 
The speaker's lecture centered 
about fashion trends for spring. 
She pointed out that hem lines 
this spring were to be about 14 
inches from the floor. The new 
spring colors are the unusual 
combination of grey and beige, 
and lilac will be featured also. 
Other spring fashion "hints" 
were that the 1930 "look" would 
be popular for hats and that pet­
ticoats would be reduced in num­
ber for daytime wear, but that 
they would be increased for even­
ing wear. 
The trend towards femininity 
in women's clothing fashions, an 
nounced Miss Stout, is now well 
established. She also commented 
on the fact that some designs are 
being influenced by the costumes 
Dear Addy, 
Rushing will be here in a few 
weeks; and, from all appearances, 
there will be well over 100 girls 
going through. This makes it al 
most impossible for the girls in 
the sororities to know the rush 
ees. Wouldn't it be easier to div­
ide the rushees into alphabetical 
groupings, at least for the "Black 
Teas," so that some girls would 
go to one house while the others 
would be at another? Staggering 
the rushees "would make it easier 




Good idea. As a matter of fact. 
I think something to this effect 
has already been put before the 
Pan-Hell Council. 
Dear Addy, 
What a drag! All the time 
everywhere I go, nothing but 
speeches and dull jokes. It's real 
ly gotten monotonous after all 
these years. That's why I was so 
glad to come up to Stockton for 
President Burns' anniversary din 
ner. Those winning Band Frolics 
were real entertainment for a 
change. I think I'll put the Phoos 




Good idea, if they're all still 
around next year! 
No doubt about it, the 1957 
Band Frolic was the best ever 
Congratulations to everyone for 
his hard work and wonderful 
results! . . . Anyone for a little 
volleyball in the rain? . . . 
Wouldn't you know about the 
only two nights it has rained all 
year would be Homecoming and 
Band Frolic? . . . Guys, keep your 
eyes open for cute sophomore 
in present Broadway musicals 
such as "My Fair Lady." 
The hour was concluded with 
the audiertce participating in a 
period of questions and answers 
about vocational opportunities in 
the field of home economics. 
girls; Soph Doll's coming up soon 
. . . "Constantly on Probation" is 
about the best definition of COP 
we ever heard! . . . Who's John 
Clever? . . . Rhizomia, we thought 
your show was fabulous anyway 
. . . This week was sort of a let­
down, wasn't it? . . . WRA is 
sending delegates to the State 
Convention in Los Angeles on the 
week end of March 4. On that 
same week end members of that 
organization will journey to Sier 
ra College in Auburn where they 
will participate in a ski work­
shop, which is to be used a? a 
teaching device for beginning 
skiers . . . Congratulations to 
Omega Phi and Alpha Thete on 
their winning Band Frolics . 
What's this we hear about 12 
o'clock water fights between 
South and West Halls? 
Don't forget AWS elections! 
OPEN LETTER 
Band Frolic was really great! 
As a "freshman" at COP, and hav­
ing walked for weeks in the mid 
die of the rumbling clashes of 
pros and cons, I just had to go 
Not everything came off the way 
I would have done it, but then 
that would have been quite dull! 
Regardless of what may be said 
against it, I, for one, found Band 
Frolic an inspiring expression of 
student fun and creativity. 
There very well may be some 
more suitable way to express this 
sort of fun and creativity in bet­
ter balance with the rest of cam­
pus life, but the many persons 
who made this Band Frolic a sue 
cess certainly deserve a big hand. 
If Band Frolic shows that we are 
made of the very clay of the 
earth (not necessarily something 
only to look down upon!), it shows 
also that we are made of more 
than this — and for more than 
this. If there is something of mis 
ery and despair in us, there is in 
us also something of grandeur 
and hope. Let the sensible changes 
be made, but let us not throw out 
the baby with the bath water. 
University of Vienna Summer 
School at St. Wolfgang, Strobol 
Austria, will offer courses open 
to American students from July 
14 to August 24, 1957, Kenneth 
Holland, president of the Insti-
tute of International Education 
has announced. 
Designed to promote better un. 
derstanding between Europeans 
and Americans and to provide an 
international educational experi-
ence, the curriculum features be­
ginning, intermediate, and ad­
vanced German courses and 
courses in the history of music 
and Austrian art, the formation 
of the modern European mind 
and the history of Middle Europe. 
Psychology, political science, mod­
ern diplomatic history, and inter­
national law are offered also. 
Courses other than German will 
be conducted in English. To be 
eligible for entrance to the three 
or six-week courses, American ap­
plicants must have completed at 
least two years of college work by 
June. 
In addition to course work, the 
summer school's $210 fee for tui­
tion and maintenance will include 
trips to Salzburg and the festival 
and to nearby places of interest. 
Eight scholarships for tuition, 
room, and board are available to 
well-qualified students who would 
be unable to attend the summer 
school without financial assist­
ance. 
Closing date for admission is 
June 15; closing date for the com­
petition for the scholarships is 
April 15. 
Interested students may obtain 
further information by writing 
the Institute of International -Ed­
ucation, 291 Geary Street, San 
Francisco 2. 
GOP Students Place 
In Forensic Tourney 
Sincerely, 
TOM CLAGETT 
Pacific students won top hon­
ors in four of the 10 events in 
the third annual Tyro Forensic 
Tournament held last week at 
Stockton College. 
In the men's division Harry 
Sharp placed high in oratory, 
while Neva Aki and Sandra Jones 
won honors in the women's ora­
tory division. 
Loris Bringleson and Donna 
Madrigal won five of the six de­
bate contests. Loris also was out­
standing in extempore speaking. 
Jean Avery placed first in the 
women's interpretive reading con­
test. 
The purpose of the annual Tyro 
Tournament is to encourage new 
people to enter the forensic pro­
gram. From 15 to 20 Western col­
leges, entering freshman and 
sophomore students, participated 
in the tournament. 
PRE-LEGAL CLUB 
Patty Doll today announced her 
purchase of a '57 Naranjado. 
"THE LATEST IN HAIR FASHIONS 
BY MR. PAT AND HIS STAFF" 
HO 6-7555 
D U N L A P S  
Stockton Dry Goods 
CRAMER JEWELER 
2032 PACIFIC AVE. HO 4-4206 
Watch Repairing 
Jewelry Repairing and Designing 
. There is a need for a pre-legal 
society on the COP campus, Dean 
Edward Betz has stated. 
The Columbia Law School in 
New York, through its Northern 
California branch, has remarked 
.upon the low number of Califor­
nia students in pre-legal educa­
tion and is willing to send repre­
sentatives to the campus to ad 
this dress interested groups on 
[phase of education. 
Dean Betz announced, however 
that a pre-legal group must be or 
ganized in order that an opPor 
tunity to hear these speakers 
may be offered. 
rfasMstfado. 
Thoughts In Passing (Cont'd) 
(Continued from Page 2) 
Lines" consisted of a variety of group numbers, the musical selec­
tion the finale was a natural (original words to "I Got The 
*Xof Broadway's hit of a few years back-
Alpha Thete was sixteen years without a winning Band Frolic 
entry. But their recent contribution could go unparalleled for 
another sixteen. 
PRESIDENT AND I. It would seem that South Hall got 
the shaft, proverbial or otherwise. Perhaps it's standard procedure 
to eliminate a hall on the first night; but, if so, someone should 
have scattered such SOP to the winds. 
The girls of South Hall adapted all of their music from Rogers 
& Hammerstein s "The King and I," and produced a humorous and 
artistic entry. They were a polished group, including one of the 
better ballet routines and perhaps the best of orchestral accom­
paniment. Neither did their product lack plot or effective em­
ployment of personnel. 
South Hall's effort was at least comparable to that of Zeta 
Phi and certainly superior to the remaining women's groups. 
JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS. Down Las Vegas way, Zeta 
Phi came up with a rather comical and original production and, 
in addition, a very clever stage set. The musical numbers were 
all performed well and received gratifying audience response. The 
show went off best on Friday night, though it was probably the 
only real competition for Alpha Thete when it came to the final 
presentations. 
CHARMIN FABMIN. Epsilon, having won the trophy the pre­
vious two years, wasn't quite as effective down on the farm. 
"Charmin Farmin" was indeed charmin. Charmin girls, costumes, 
and music — but more than charm was needed to put this one over. 
Highlight was the musical number, "Through The Years We'll Re­
member" — probably the best Band Frolic ballad. 
THAT FATAL WEAKNESS. TK made use of a variety of 
popular songs, although the catchiest number, "We Thought About 
The Grades," was the least familiar. But whether it was actually 
Grades or That Fatal Weakness the girls were thinking about, 
they didn't seem very convincing. 
WEST HALL'S BLACKOUTS. West Hall, in a take-off on Ken 
Murray's "Blackouts," were at their best when the lights went out. 
Their glow-in-the-dark chorus line and backdrop were very effective 
but the girls just couldn't get together and present a unified con 
tribution, 
Enter, Rhizomia! OUTHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON. If 
you didn't make it to Band Frolic Friday evening, you certainly 
misseii one of the most comical entries. That is, what there was 
of it. 
Rhizomia's take-off on "Teahouse" was an extremely clever 
adaptation. It was the product of an ingenious scriptwriter and 
gagster, and the narration by Bob Bersi couldn't have been more 
exact. 
It is difficult to understand why the audience was deprived of 
seeing the entire act, especially when one considers that the skit 
was receiving overwhelming response. Placing the power of judge 
ment in the hands of a few was an unreasonable decision. Intoler 
ance is quite often intolerable. 
For all their work and efforts, the Rhizites were penalized for 
simply getting off such clever gags as the thoroughly humorous 
"Pusan U." But perhaps their aim was straight, for it all went 
down the drain anyway. 
It would appear that Band Frolic is a worthwhile activity. For 
all of the work which may be involved, it did, at least for a time 
being, give Pacific the lift it has needed so drastically. Obviously 
the student body, by and large, is willing to support Band Frolic. 
If there is disunity and lack of harmony regarding the program, 
undoubtedly it has originated elsewhere. 
As for it being an evil in opposition to the academic life of 
this college, that could very likely be an overstatement. With social 
activities having been extremely limited for such an unnecessary 
period of time, it is inconceivable that a few weeks of practice 
could affect so seriously a school semester. 
see you — id passing! 
Y E A R B O O K  I S  O N  S A L E  
D A I L Y  ' T I L  M A R C H  8 t h  
MARCH 8-9 SET FOR 
HISTORY INSTITUTE 
The 10th annual institute of the 
California History Foundation at 
COP will be held March 8 and 9. 
"Russians in California — Two 
Californians in Russia" is the sub­
ject of a colloquy by President 
Robert E. Burns and Dr. Malcolm 
Eiselen to be presented at the 
opening banquet meeting on the 
evening of March 8. 
Speakers at Saturday sessions 
include Dr. W. H. Hutchinson, 
Asta Cullberg, and Mrs. Arthur 
VanDeventer. 
At the Foundation luncheon on 
March 9, Pacific Chancellor Tully 
C. Knoles will preside at a session 
on Jedediah Strong Smith, first 
American overland explorer into 
California. 
Special exhibits have been ar­
ranged b y Foundation Director 
Reginald R. Stuart. They include 
what he calls an invaluable col­
lection o f Jedediah Smithiana, 
gifts of Senator Clinton P. Ander­
son of New Mexico and Leland D. 
Case, editor of the national maga­
zine "Together." 
Selections from the Pony Ex­
press Museum material given by 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hamlin of 
Sonora and the early California 
photo collection of V. Covert Mar­
tin of Stockton also will be shown. 
A reception and tea at the Hag-
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS by Dick Bibler 
All he talked about was the '57 Naranjado 
gin Art Galleries in Stockton and i 
a  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  t h e  P a c i f i c  |  
Theatre production "The Lady's 
Not For Burning" round out the 
institute program. 
—f 
BOOKS including the best paperbacks 
GREETING CARDS the chuckle variety 
SOCIAL STATIONERY plain and fancy 
COME BROWSE AROUND 
THE BOOKMARK 
2103 PACIFIC AVE. HO 6-9805 
BARBARA POLLITT 
Tau Kappa Kappa—Soph 
Rookie 
For All Occasions 
Including Swing-Gazicsv 
I Wear A 
*Band Frolic 
Dramatic window pane plaid in 
cotton and silk makes a marvel­
ous daytime dress topped with 
a crisp linen collar. 
19.95 
J. L. exclusive at 
I 
•MM —TT 
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TIGER CAGERS DEFEATED! 
By JOHN FELIX 
Last Tuesday night the College 
of the Pacific Tigers played their 
last home game in the California 
Basketball Association against the 
Saint Mary's Gaels. This game 
did not end the way the Tigers 
would have liked it, for the Gaels 
went back to Moraga with an 
88-66 victory, thus being in a tie 
for first place with the Dons of 
USF. The Tigers are in 77th 
position, just one game ahead of 
the Pepperdine Waves. This week­
end the Tigers travel to Los 
Angeles to play the Waves and 
to play Loyola, a team that they 




The Tigers were off to a very 
bad start as three seconds after 
the tip-off Ken Flaig stumbled 
over his own feet, fell against one 
Gael and committed the first foul 
in the game The Tigers went be­
hind, 1-0. The Gaels kept coming 
and it took only a few minutes 
before they were ahead 7 - 2, 
especially through fouls by the 
Tigers. The first points for the 
Tigers came from John Thomas 
who used the two free throws he 
was awarded when he was fouled 
in the action of shooting. After 
that the game went back and 
forth with the Gaels getting the 
best of it, although the Tigers 
stayed right behind them and 
were never more than six points 
behind during the first half. 
During this first half it was 
John Thomas and Dave Klurman 
who kept the Tigers in the game 
with some very good rebounding 
by Dave Davis. As Coach Van 
Sweet said before the game, Bill 
Embry was about his only de­
pendable outside shooter and 
when he is out, we are in trouble 
and that is exactly what happen­
ed. Bill picked up three fouls 
very fast in the first half and 
after he was taken out of the 
game the Gaels really cut loose. 
This especially came out when 
the second half started. At half 
time the scoreboard showed the 
Gaels ahead, 38-32, but as soon as 
the second half started that 
changed. Davis was the first one 
to score, but from then on the 
Gaels took the floor and scored 17 
points, while the Tigers only could 
hit the basket four times for eight 
points. Meanwhile forward Ken 
Flaig was bothered again by his 
injury which forced him to leave 
the game. John Thomas fouled out 
and during the last five minutes 
of the game Dave Klurman was 
the only starting man left on the 
floor with four second stringers. 
Of these it was Don Cockburn 
and Britt Vail who came through 
for the Tigers scoring respective­
ly six and seven points; Vail most­
ly using his hook-shot. 
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Dave Klurman, a prominent Ti­
ger Cager has made quite a name 
for himself in the hoopster cir­
cuit. 
His performance during the re­
cent Pepperdine contest was a 
classic example of Dave's sparkle 
on the court; he managed to col­
lect 20 points during this Satur­
day evening's fracas which was a 
major boost for his 7.9 game av­
erage. 
Dave is a product of Irvington, 
New Jersey, where he acquired 
his early basketball training while 
attending West Side High School. 
In his junior year he made All 
City and All County teams and 
honorable mention for All State. 
As a senior, Dave, who was 
then team captain, received the 
same honors. This time, however, 
he added All State to his credit, 
and became the Senior Athlete of 
the year! 
Upon graduation from high 
school, he made the long trip west 
and entered Stockton College. He 
scored an average of 25 points a 
game for the Colts. His total of 
621 for the season set a new 
school record, breaking the 485 
previously set by Gene Sosnich. 
He made the All Conference team 
and the second team for all of 
Northern California. He was also 
chosen as outstanding player for 
the Colts. 
Dave is majoring in physical 
education. This is his first year 
at Pacific and we hope that his 
future seasons will be as profit 
able for him and the team as his 
initial appearance has been! 
GOP DROPS RUGBY 
COP's Board of Athletic Con 
trol officially announced this 
week to discontinue a Tiger rug­
by team this year, giving lack of 
interest as the primary reason. 
It takes 15 men to form a rug­
by squad; and, in the past sea­
sons, Pacific has been able to 
find only 17 to 18 to play the 
game. But this year it was felt 
that if Pacific was going to have 
the sport, it should be done right; 
therefore, we needed to have two 
squads so that the teams could 
scrimmage and a few alternates 
in case of injury or other circum­
stances. 
Rugby normally has been op­
erated at no expense to the 
school, and it was hoped that if 
the game were handled right 
there is a possibility that some 
money can be made from the 
sport. 
When the decision came ending 
rugby, many people were disap­
pointed. Some of the players felt 
that the sport was a good condi­
tion exercise, it kept them in 
shape for football and other Fall 
sports, others felt this also gave 
them an opportunity to play a 
contact game where size was not 
important and to earn a Block P. 
FROSH CAGERS 
SCORE AGAIN 
COP's freshman basketball 
team continued their winning sea­
son by downing San Jose Junior 
College 69-68 in an overtime on 
February 19 at Pacific's gym. 
Three Tiger freshmen com­
bined to score 59 of their team's 
69 points. Gary Kaufman con­
nected for 21 points to gain high 
point honors for the Tigers; Le-
roy Wright was next high with 
20; and Norm Bass tallied 18. 
The freshman over-all season 
record through the San Jose game 
is 8 wins and 5 losses. They jour­
ney to Berkeley tonight to end 
their season against the UC 
freshman. 
The box score for the SJJC-
COP freshman game is as fol­
lows: 
SJJC i« ft pf tp 
Elrod 3 0 4 6 
Wyr$ch 2 2 4 6 
Brozda 6 6 5 18 
Corbin 0 2 1 2 
Swartz 2 4 1 8 
Ohler 1 3 2 5 
McDonell 4 4 5 12 
Mitchell 4 3 4 11 
COP FROSH fsr ft pf tp 
G. Kaufman 6 9 2 21 
Wright 6 8 5 20 
Bass 6 6 5 18 
Stafford 1 0 0 2 
Goodwin 1 2 4 4 
Fowler 1 0 1 2 
P. Kaufman 1 0 0 2 
on campus or off, it's \ 
A-l Twill 
Taper® Ivys 
Styled right! Rugged, 
long-wearing, high lustre 
twill for greater 
mileage. $4.95 at your 
favorite store. 
-^y 
0 MANUFACTURING CO. 
makers of the genuine 
CROSS-COUNTRY 
TEAM BOWS OUT 
Pacific's cross-country team has 
finished its season with a 1-3 rec­
ord. 
The team, which had no coach, 
consisted of,Jack Marden, Les Da-
britz, Ray Smith, and Charley 
Curtis. Both Marden and Curtis 
were selected a s members o f 
Northern California's All-Star 
team and the All-State team. 
The team was plagued with in­
juries throughout the season. 
an ice cream parlor Sign in 
window: 
Take home a brick. Your wife 
may have company. 
Tiger Football Team Readying For Spring 
Linemen dominate in the group 
of JC transfers who are being in-
augerated as new Tigers to fill 
the holes that will be left by grad­
uation. 
Starting with the ends there 
are: Jim Coveny, 190 pounder 
from Stockton College, Chuck 
Lander, 185 pounder from Santa 
Monica, Joe Malpasuto, 190 
pounds, from Pierce J.C. down 
L.A. way, and Eddie Sowash a 
195 pounder who was a Bengal 
last spring practice, but had to 
make up grades at Vallejo J.C. 
this fall. 
The tackles are getting bigger 
and bigger with such men as 
Carl Kammerer 225 pounds from 
The Mustangs, and his fellow tac­
kle teammate from Stockton Col­
lege, Ken Castle, 215 pounds. Both 
these men are well over 6'-2." Ray 
Bartels of East Contra Costa is 
another big tackle who weighs in 
at 210. At 215 pounds is Sherman 
White from Bakersfield JC. 
The lone center in the crowd is 
big Bob Long who tips the scales 
at 255. Bob played at Stockton 
College two years ago, but sat 
this last year out. 
The only guard coming in this 
semester is Noel Manoukian, 
younger brother of the Stanford 
gridder of not too long ago, but 
Noel is not riding on his brother's 
name for he made a name for 
himself at Hartnell J.C. last year. 
The lone backfieldman is little 
Fred Almanderez, a 160 pounds 
scat-back from the Mustangs who 
will«. be another Dewey Thomp-
kins. 
Another re-enterer is Chuck 
Haggard who also was a Bengal 
last spring but sat out this fall 
because of injuries. Chuck was 
a stand-out at Stockton College 
two years ago. 
These players plus the return­
ing men and freshmen add up to 
53 Tigers for next fall. 
DEPENDABLE — Laundry and 
Dry Cleaning Service at 
i t s  F i n e s t . . .  
1603 PACIFIC AVE Next to El Dorado School 
Intramural Basketball 
By DICK BASS 
Playing the final intramural 
basketball game of the year, the 
Quonsets routed the North Hall 
team by 15 points. 
The game started out to be a 
tight one, with the scores varying 
within two or three points. The 
Quonsets took their first big lead 
in the closing minutes of the 
first quarter, ending up seven 
points ahead of North Hall, 
champs of the American League. 
Going into the second quarter, 
North Hall fought furiously to 
overcome the seven-point lead 
which the champs of the Na 
tional League had accumulated 
through their fine team work. At 
halftime, the Quonsets were still 
ahead by the seven points estab 
lished in the first quarter. 
North Hall, however, briefly 
bounced back. Galen Laack start­
ed North Hall's rally off with two 
quick baskets, putting North Hall 
within three points of the well 
organized Quonset team. Realiz 
ing that the gap between the two 
teams had been lessened greatly, 
the North Hall team seemed to 
"fall apart." The Quonsets im 
mediately took advantage of all 
the mistakes made by the North 
Hall team; and the final score 
was Quonsets, 42, and North Hall, 
27. 
Starting for North Hall were 
Bill Striegel, center; Galen Laack, 
guard; Dick Bass, guard; Mich 
Yamamoto, forward; and Bob 
Sartwell, forward. 
Starting for the Quonsets were 
Ola Murchinson, center; Bob Cor-
onado, forward; Ken Uselton, for 
ward; Tom Flores, guard; and 
Henry Wallace, guard. 
Tiger Tales 
By SID SMITH 
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CBA Guide Available 
For the second successive year, 
the California Basketball Associa­
tion has made available to the 
public fis press guide and record 
book. 
The 1957 edition of the booklet 
contains a complete history of 
and all the records of the Califor­
nia Basketball Association, as well 
as complete squad and freshman 
rosters. A story about each team 
by each CBA coach has been 
printed, also. 
Copies may be obtained by send­
ing 50 cents to the California Bas­
ketball Association, PO Box 516, 
San Leandro, California. 
College of Pacific athletes are 
keeping the doctors busy. 
Dick Bass had a calcium de­
posit removed from his knee, and 
Farrell Funston recently had an 
operation on the ligaments in the 
back of his legs. Roger Metoyer 
had his shoulder wired back to­
gether. Stan Daniel will soon un­
dergo a knee operation. 
Several Tiger athletes have 
been married recently. Two senior 
pigskinners, Jack O'Rourke and 
John Nisby, are now living in 
Manor Hall. Lee Allerdice, a ju­
nior football player, also took the 
big step. 
In the recent National Foot­
ball League draft, three Pacific 
football stars were drafted. John 
Nisby was chosen by the Green 
Bay Packers; Galen Laack was 
chosen ^by the Washington Red­
skins; and John Thomas, known 
for his basketball achievements, 
was drafted by the San Francisco 
49ers. 
Three football players who de­
cided to sit out a semester, now 
are back in school. They are 
Chuck Haggard, a fullback from 
Merced; Bob Long, a center 
from Hollister; and Ed Sowash, 
an end from Vallejo. All three are 
sophomores and will be eligible 
for next year's varsity. 
Recreational athletics are be­
coming quite popular with Pacific 
athletes in their spare time. A-
drian Vera often is seen playing 
tennis, Dave Klurman is an ar­
dent folk dancer, and Bob Sart­
well is active on the ski slopes. 
The senior footballers hope that 
the gridders are preparing men­
tally and physically for spring 
practice. (Is rugby or wrestling 
easier; that is the question.) No 
matter, I am sure we will get 
them, BIG GANG. 
SPORTS QUIZ 
Questions 
1. Basketball boasts what 
unique distinction among all 
sports? 
2. How much time per game 
w a s  s a v e d  b y  e l i m i n a t i n g  t h e  
center jump in basketball? 
3. Which of these three were 
famous basketball players—Mike 
N o v a k ,  " L u l u "  B e n d e r ,  D u t c h  
Garfinkel? 
4 .  W h a t  t w o  e x - P a c i f i c  g r i d  
stars who turned pro are en­
rolled again here? 
5. What are the three phases of 
foot racing? 
6. What three Tiger gridders 
have been drafted by what pro 
teams? 
7. What pole vaulter once 
vaulted 28 feet? 
8. Which of the following terms 
is associated with the prize rings 
—fismele, York round, cestus? 
9. The winner, of a ski-jumping 
c o n t e s t  i s  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  t h e  
length of his jump, the average 
of jump, or the point system? 
10. In what game must the 





THE TIGERS SPEAK 
1. It is called the "first deliber­
ately invented game ever to be­
come successful." Dr. James A. 
Naismith designed the game in 
1891 to provide a form of indoor 
recreation during the evenings 
and in the winter seasons. 
2. From six to eight minutes 
per game, according to surveys 
made at the time. 
3. All three. 
4. Gene Cronin and Clyde Con 
ner. 
5. The start, stride, and finish. 
6. Galen Laack, Washington 
Redskins; John Nisby, Green 
Bay Packers; John Thomas, San 
Francisco Forty-Niners. 
7. Piatt Adams, who established 
an official mark of 28 feet, 2 
inches at New York City in 1910; 
but his vault was for distance and 
not height. 
8. The cestus—a boxing glove. 
9. By the point system. 
10. Cricket. 
Cecil Harp, director of intra­
mural athletics at COP is among 
the past Tiger football greats. 
An outstanding defensive end 
before his 1954 graduation, he re­
ceived widespread acclaim not 
only on the coast but throughout 
the entire nation. A high-draft 
choice by the Chicago Cards, as 
luck would have it another draft 
the military type — came first. 
He was stationed in Washington 
for two years as a military po­
liceman. 
Cecil re-entered Pacific follow­
ing his discharge, September 
1956, to continue his education. 
He is working for a general sec­
ondary credential and after grad­
uation he plans to become a 
coach. 
Immediately upon his arrival at 
COP, he was appointed to his 
present position. Holding the con­
tinual respect and admiration of 
all intra-mural athletes, Cecil has 
done a marvelous job. This July 
will find him in spring training 
with the Cards. 
Good luck, Cecil. If you con­




By BRITT VAIL 
February 3, 1951: 
The maturity at Santa Anita, 
richest in history, $205,700, was 
won by Great Circle. 
February 4, 1951: 
S a n  F r a n c i s c o  C h e v r o l e t  d e ­
feated Phillips Oilers, giving them 
their first cage loss in 59 games. 
February 6, 1895: 
One of the greatest baseball 
personalities of all time, George 
Herman Ruth, was born. 
February 7, 1882: 
John L. Sullivan knocked out 
Paddy Ryan with bare fists in the 
9th round. 
February 13, 1917: 
Fireman Jim Flynn knocked out 
Jack Dempsey in one round at 
Salt Lake City, the only time 
Dempsey was KO'd. 
February 14, 1951: 
Sugar Ray Robinson annexes 
the middleweight crown by stop­
ping durable Jake LaMotta via 
TKO in the 13th round. 
February 18, 1933: 
Gentleman Jim Corbett, former 
World's Heavyweight Champion 
from 1892-97, died. 
February 20, 1953: 
August Busch bought the St. 
Louis Cardinal baseball team for 
$3,750,000. 
February 26, 1931: 
The first AAU Sullivan Award 
is given to Bobby Jones, the "Em­
peror of Golf." 
in 1953, you are sure to land a 
berth on the Cards' starting line­
up. 
\ Confucius say: 
^  "WI SE  MA N  GET 
S  - a t -
.  T H E  E N D  Z O N E  
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OPEN 
MONDAYS 
'TIL 9:00 C/ MFN'S CLOTHIER 
O W  S T U D E N T  B O D Y  C A R D S . . .  
. . . G O  I N  A T  J U N I O R  P R I C E S  
STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 1st 
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE 
2nd ACTION FEATURE! 
CHUCK CONNORS • SUSAN CUMMINGS 
IN 'TOMAHAWK TRAIL" 
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THE "Y" WINDOW 
This column is a student com­
mentary on matters of personal 
and social concern which the Y 
believes should have the thought­
ful attention of COP students. 
Students with fire in their eyes 
and a dream in their hearts throw 
rocks at a Russian tank rumbling 
through their Hungarian streets, 
rumbling through their dreams. 
And the clanging of the rocks 
against hollow metal echoes in the 
cries of the people in every coun­
try of the world where colonial­
ism reigns. 
We are living through a world 
revolution. In our COP compla­
cency we cannot escape the cries 
that bitterly denounce the ascen­
dancy of the West over the rest 
of the world and the dominance 
of the Western middle class over 
the industrial workers. To install 
neutral ear plugs at a time such 
as this is to ignore the future of 
the world, for we are of the 
West, most of us are of the West­
ern middle class, and most of us 
are members of the human race. 
Our reaction to the revolution 
against colonialism and Western 
rule is the most important factor 
in the future of the world, in the 
future of our children. 
Arnold Toynbee, famed British 
historian and author of the 10-
volume A Study of History, writes 
that these turmoils are boomer­
angs which we threw forth into 
the world only yesterday in his 
tory. Our machine minds have 
battered out a great system of 
technology. We have eliminated 
geographical barriers so that all 
nations can talk with each other 
over the back picket fence. Our 
idealistic hearts have thumped 
faster at the possibilities of ban­
ishing poverty with our superior 
technology. And yet the know­
ledge we have so grandly given 
has turned the dreams of back 
yard fences into the reality of 
barbed wire barriers and iron 
curtains. True, geographically, 
we are neighbors; but this trend 
toward unification has been coun­
teracted by red tape and nation 
alism and suspicion. 
Western technology has boom 
eranged along with our philoso­
phy of social justice and equal­
ity. The numerous fiery patches 
of humanity fighting for their 
freedom have been kindled by the 
sparks from our own American 
revolution and have been fanned 
by the breath of our own voices 
shouting for liberty and equality 
-and fraternity. 
Revolution is inevitable, but the 
question is: in which direction 
will it go? Toynbee believes that 
we can defeat Communism only 
as we adhere to our idealism, wel­
come the strife, and accept the 
inevitable. The effect of Commun­
ism depends not so much upon 
Communist political action as it 
does upon our attitude toward the 
oppressed. Too often our West­
ern minds have squeezed the co­
lonial peoples of the world, into 
canning jars and very neatly and 
precisely have labelled them "na­
tives." Nobody pays any atten­
tion to a "native," but everyone 
pays attention to a Communist; 
for Communists are human beings 
in our eyes, but "natives" are too 
often specimens to be pickled. If 
the West does not grant freedom 
voluntarily, the populations o f 
Africa and Asia and Latin Ameri­
ca will take up the hammer and 
sickle. 
But the timing is all-important, 
and the bomb of newly gained 
freedom may go off too soon. For 
these nations, rubbed raw by their 
chains, demand power and free­
dom immediately, before serving 
the necessary period of appren­
ticeship to their new status. The 
room for error is great and cav­
ernous. 
But if you and I try to escape 
the dangers involved in listening 
to the clanking of "native1 
chains and if we fail to see in the 
eyes of our neighbors the reflec 
tions of our own revolution, of 
our own struggle for freedom, 
then those peoples will have no 
choice but to accept Commun­
ism's cordial invitation to follow 
the limelight of the red star. 
Tfauzttjada 
Let's Go Hosteling! 
By BETH AKERS 
The world is still a big, wide, 
wonderful place waiting to be ex­
plored. With the American Youth 
Hostels, Inc., you can do this ex­
ploring on a modest budget. Trav­
el leisurely and experience the 
thrill of discovering warm and 
friendly people wherever your bi­
cycle or a foot path takes you. 
Hostels, which are in 28 coun­
tries, range from the rustic to 
ships and romantic castles. Inex­
pensive dormitory accommoda­
tions are provided with resident 
house parents in charge. 
If enough COP students are in­
terested in hosteling, a local hos­
teling group could be started. 
Unesco Offers Scholarships 
More than 74,000 international 
scholarships and fellowships, of­
fered by governments, universi­
ties, foundation, and other insti­
tutions in over 100 countries and 
territories, are listed in the latest 
edition of "Study Abroad," an 
international handbook published 
by the United Nations Education­
al, Scientific, and Cultural Organ­
ization. 
This current edition of "Study 
Abroad" lists the results of UN­
ESCO's annual survey of foreign 
student enrollments at universi­
ties and other institutions of 
higher learning throughout the 
world. A survey covering the 
years 1954-55 showed that an 
estimated total of 126,000 stu­
dents were studying outside their 
own countries. 
T h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  l e a d s  t h e  
world in the number of students 
from foreign countries, with a 
total of 34,232, and also holds the 
lead among countries offering 
fellowships, with 20,587 listed. 
"Study Abroad" includes in its 
719 pages authoritative informa­
tion on opportunities for foreign 
study including how and where 
applications may be made. The 
index reveals who can study what 
subjects and where. 
"Study Abroad" may be ob­
tained by sending $2 to UNESCO 
P u b l i c a t i o n s  C e n t e r ,  1 5 2  W e s t  
42nd Street, New York, 36, N.Y. 
First of all, what's it all about? What 
does a fellow like John Jackson do 
all day? In his own words, "I keep 
in touch with the executives of many 
different companies—advising them 
on the use of their IBM electronic 
data processing computers. I person­
ally consult with these customers, 
and analyze their scientific and tech­
nical problems for solution by IBM. 
Occasionally, I'm asked to write 
papers, and give' talks and demon­
strations on electronic computing. 
All in all, it's pretty fascinating . . . 
something new pops up every day." 
In other words, John is a full-fledged 
Computing expert, a consultant . . . 
and a very important person in this 
wmv\ 
Calling an a customer 
coming age of automation through 
electronics. 
Since the IBM laboratories are 
always devising easier and faster ways 
to solve the problems of science, gov­
ernment, and industry, an Applied 
Science Representative can never say 
he's learned his job and that's the 
end of it. At least once every two 
months, he attends seminars to be 
updated on the latest developments in 
engineering and operations research. 
Introduces new methods 
During the two years that John 
has spent with IBM in Applied Sci­
ence, he has guided innumerable IBM 
customers to new and better ways of 
doing things electronically. For ex­
ample: about a year ago, a leading 
aircraft manufacturer wanted to ex­
periment with a radically different 
design for a nuclear reactor. Although 
the basic format had been established, 
the pro j ect still required many months 
of toil with mathematical equations. 
What a MATHEMATICIAN 
can do at IJB M 
Mathematics is an ancient but ever-advancing science that contains many 
forms. It shouldn't surprise you then that it took some time before John 
Jackson discovered the one brand of mathematics that seemed custom-
tailored to his ability and temperament. John is an Applied Science Repre­
sentative, working out of the IBM office at 122 East 42nd Street, N. Y. C. 
The aircraft people decided that they 
couldn't afford to wait that long, so 
they called in IBM. After discussion 
with top executives, John helped to 
map out a computer program that 
saved the organization over 100 days 
mathematical background in both of 
those areas. It was not until he was 
interviewed by IBM that field com­
puting whetted his scientific appetite. 
A few months later, John launched 
his own IBM career as an Applied 
Science trainee. 
Promotion wise, John has come a 
long way since that time. He's now 
an Applied Science Representative in 
one of the busiest, most responsible 
offices in the IBM organization . . . 
mid-town Manhattan. 
With his wife, Katherine, and 
daughter, Lisa, 20 months, and John, 
Mapping out a computer program 
of pencil-chewing, nail-biting arith­
metic. Later, for this same company, 
John organized the establishment of 
computer systems for aircraft per­
formance predictions . . . for data 
reduction of wind tunnel tests... and 
for wing stress analysis. At the same 
time, he worked with this company's 
own employees, training them in the 
use of IBM equipment. John still 
drops around to see that everything 
is running smoothly. 
Another service that John performs 
is the constant reappraisal of each 
customer's IBM operation. Occasion­
ally, a customer may tie himself in 
knots over a procedural "stickler." 
Periodically, in fact, John brings 
IBM customers together . . . just to 
talk over what's happening in each 
other's business—how everybody else 
handled that old bugaboo in any 
industry... details. 
New field for Mathematicians 
John is exercising his mathematical 
know-how in a field that was prac­
tically unheard of ten years ago. Even 
now, this kind of work may be news 
to you. It was to John Jackson a few 
years back when he was an under­
graduate at the University of Colo­
rado. At that time, he was considering 
actuarial work or mathematical re­
search. But John liked the excitement 
and diversification of science and in­
dustry and he wanted to use his 
Discussing a problem with colleagues 
Jr., 6 weeks, he enjoys his suburban 
Port Washington home. He's happy 
and he's satisfied. And then, too, John 
knows a few vital statistics about 
IBM . . . such as the fact that the 
Applied Science Division has quad­
rupled during the past three years, 
and that in 1956 alone, over 70 pro­
motions were conferred. If ever a 
future held promise, here is one. 
IBM hopes that this message will help 
to give you s«rfie idea of what a mathe­
matician can do at IBM. There are equal 
opportunities for E.E.'s, M.E.'s, physi­
cists and Liberal Arts majors in IBM'r 
many divisions—Research, Product De* 
velopment, Manufacturing Engineering, 
Sales and Technical Services. Why not 
drop in and discuss IBM with your Place­
ment Director? He can supply our latest 
brochure and tell you when IBM will 
next interview on your campus. Mean­
while, IBM will be happy to answer your 
questions. Just write to Mr. P. H. Bradley, 
IBM, Room 8701, 590 Madison Ave., 
New York 22, N. Y. " 7 
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